
‘ALONG CAME A NANNY’ 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 
Late at night, in Poplar Point, a “safe,” upscale, gated community, an intruder breaks into a 
house and steals a jewelry case, knocking out homeowner Jim Donahoe and fleeing with the 
jewels. In the morning, police and a trio of neighborhood nannies - Jessie, Mariah and Gloria – 
survey the crime scene. Police Captain Frank Milano discusses the crime – the latest in a string 
of neighborhood robberies – with Mayor Laurel Danielson.  As Jim Donahoe lays in a coma, the 
mayor expresses concern that these burglaries - happening on her watch - will hurt her chances 
of being re-elected, particularly with her opponent, Gil McNamara, promising citizen safety as the 
thrust of his election campaign. 
 
At the local police station, Captain Milano addresses a group of detectives, including handsome 
Mike Logan and Calvin Dobbs, announcing that the Poplar Point investigation is now the 
department’s top priority. Mike Logan approaches Captain Milano with a proposal: He offers to 
go undercover as a nanny and infiltrate Poplar Point to solve the robbery case. At first, Captain 
Milano is apprehensive, worrying about Mike’s impulsive and somewhat messy nature, but then 
agrees to support Mike’s plan.  
 
The next day, Mike, now undercover as a nanny, arrives in Poplar Point at the home of the 
Bannerman family to be interviewed for their nanny position. He notices Jessie, a beautiful 
neighborhood nanny working for the Warner family, who live across the street. Mike is intrigued 
by Jessie, but is forced to switch gears when he is called into the Bannerman’s messy and 
chaotic house. Kevin and Lizzie Bannerman, workaholic attorneys who’ve let their domestic 
responsibilities slide, hire Mike on the spot to cook, clean and look after their two children, six-
year-old Ava and ten-year-old Lucas. The Bannermans then rush out of the house, leaving Mike 
to begin the herculean task of cleaning up the mess they’ve left behind. While taking out the 
trash, Mike meets the other local nannies, Mariah, Gloria and Jessie. 
 
The next morning, Mike’s lack of nanny experience shines as he struggles unsuccessfully to 
make breakfast for Ava and Lucas and get them off to school on time. Due to Mike’s 
incompetence, Ava and Lucas miss their school bus and Mike has to drive them to school. Ava 
and Lucas are clearly not happy with Mike. As their nanny, he is not off to a good start. When 
Mike drops Ava and Lucas off at school, he again runs into fellow nanny Jessie, who is dropping 
off six-year-old Emma Warner. As they chat, Mike – ever the persuader – suggests they get Ava 
and Emma together for a play date. Mike is clearly smitten with Jessie and she just might be 
starting to like him, too. Poking around for information regarding the neighborhood robberies, 
Mike asks Jessie if she thinks the burglar is a Poplar Point resident. She says, “yes.” 
 
Back at the Bannerman house, Mike remains in over his head as a nanny, having great difficulty 
with family meal preparations. He offers to help Lucas prepare for basketball tryouts and help 
Ava prepare for a school play audition. Lucas remains hostile towards Mike. Mike asks Lizzie if 
she has any theories about the neighborhood burglaries. Lizzie says she believes most answers 
are hiding in plain sight. “McNamara for Mayor” signs start popping up in the neighborhood, 
claiming that McNamara will keep the public safe if elected. 
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In front of the Warner house, Mike talks with Jessie, Mariah and Gloria. Forty-something Paul 
Warner arrives home, holding a McNamara campaign sign. Mike is suspicious of Paul Warner. 
Captain Milano informs Mike that Gil McNamara has taken the lead from the current mayor in the 
voter poll chart.  
 
On the Bannerman driveway, Mike shoots baskets with Lucas, giving him basketball pointers and 
encouraging him to stand up to a class bully. Lucas is finally starting to warm up to Mike. Mike 
looks across the street and sees Jessie fending off Dean, an employee of Paul Warner’s store, 
Tire Towne, who is overly persistent in his romantic interest in Jessie. Mike helps Jessie wiggle 
out of the awkward situation. Captain Milano informs Mike that Jim Donahoe is out of his coma 
and asks Mike to talk with Jim’s wife, Renee, to try to collect robbery information. Mike talks with 
Renee and learns that she and Jim Donahoe are getting divorced and that Kevin Bannerman is 
Jim’s divorce lawyer. Jessie tells Mike that the Bannerman’s previous nanny was Dean’s cousin, 
Cookie, and that the Bannerman’s fired her, possibly for stealing money. Mike makes notes on all 
of these findings as part of his police investigation. 
 
Another Poplar Point house is robbed. This time, the robber’s target was Mariah’s employers. 
Captain Milano questions Mariah about the incident and instructs Mike to find a way into Mariah’s 
house to further investigate. Mike and Jessie go to Mariah’s house and Mike searches for clues. 
Mike and Jessie are beginning to hit it off, though Dean remains in Jessie’s orbit, very interested 
in dating her. After learning that Cookie, Dean’s cousin/ex-Bannerman nanny, is now working on 
the Gil McNamara mayoral election, Mike goes to McNamara Headquarters. Cookie tells Mike that 
she got her job because her cousin Dean’s boss, Paul Warner, put in a good word for her to his 
friend, Gil McNamara. Mike also learns that Paul Warner’s business, Tire Towne, is in financial 
ruin. Mike wonders if Paul Warner, now desperately needing money, is behind the Poplar Point 
burglaries? Mike goes to Tire Towne to investigate and speaks with Dean, who gives Mike a Tire 
Towne pen. 
 
The next day, Ava and Lucas return from school, furious with Mike. Lucas was beat up by the 
bully that Mike told him to stand up to and Ava did not get the part in her school play. Mike has 
again lost Lucas and Ava’s respect. Mike and Jessie go for a walk and Jessie tells Mike she is not 
interested in dating him, due to their work situation as nannies in Poplar Point. Mike is deflated. 
When they return from their walk, they find that the Bannerman house has been robbed. 
Accusing Mike of forgetting to set the burglar alarm and, thus, blaming him for allowing the 
robbery to happen, Kevin and Lizzie fire Mike. Captain Milano finds out the Bannerman house - 
the house Mike was watching - was robbed and takes Mike off the Poplar Point case, replacing 
him with detective Rosalie Ramos. Mike wonders if Dean robbed the Bannerman house? Dean 
gives Jessie an expensive, gold-braided bracelet and asks her out. 
 
With Mike off the Poplar Point investigation, Detective Rosalie Ramos is now undercover as the 
Bannerman’s new nanny. Ava and Lucas do not like her and start to miss and appreciate Mike. 
Another Poplar Point house - the home of Gloria’s employers - is robbed. Mike finds out about 
this robbery and, on a hunch, drives to Tire Towne, where he sees Dean arrive in a truck and 
race inside the store. At the police station, Mike and Detective Calvin Dobbs research Dean’s  
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history and find that he has a criminal record. Mike gives Captain Milano the Tire Towne pen he 
received from Dean and asks that it be checked for Dean’s fingerprints. Captain Milano informs 
Mike that Dean’s fingerprints match the ones at the crime scene and that Dean has mysteriously 
vanished. Captain Milano puts Mike back on the Poplar Point case and Mike returns as the 
Bannerman’s nanny, searching for information leading to Dean’s whereabouts. Ava and Lucas 
are thrilled to have Mike back and Kevin and Lizzie apologize for firing him. After some 
investigating, Mike proves the expensive bracelet Dean gave Jessie was stolen from a Poplar 
Point house. Mike also learns that Jessie has disappeared and suspects that Dean and Paul 
Warner have kidnapped her.  
 
At Tire Towne, Mike identifies himself as a police detective and confronts Paul Walker, accusing 
him of hiring Dean to commit the Poplar Point burglaries as a way to keep his business out of 
bankruptcy. Mike demands that Paul Walker inform him of Dean and Jessie’s whereabouts. 
When Paul Walker, supporting himself with a convincing argument, denies the charges, Mike has 
an epiphany: Gil McNamara is responsible for the Poplar Point burglaries. 
 
Mike arrives at McNamara Headquarters, backed by Captain Milano and several police officers. 
He confronts Cookie, insisting she lead them to Dean and Gil McNamara. Cookie dupes Mike and 
the police, taking them to an abandoned warehouse and locking them inside. Cookie climbs 
aboard a nearby Winnebago, where Dean and Gil McNamara are hiding. Jessie, who Dean and 
Gil McNamara have kidnapped, is handcuffed to a chair. As the Winnebago drives off, Mike, 
Captain Milano and the police break out of the warehouse. A car chase ensues, with Mike and 
the police trailing the Winnebago. When the police surround the Winnebago, Dean, Gil 
McNamara, Cookie and Jessie climb out. Jessie and Dean are both shocked upon learning that 
Mike, the “nanny,” is a police detective.  Mike tells Captain Milano that Gil McNamara hired Dean 
to commit the robberies to raise his election poll numbers and that Dean stole the bracelet to 
give to Jessie as an attempt to date her. Jessie testifies that Dean knocked her out and 
kidnapped her. 
 
As the police move in to make arrests, Dean puts a gun to Jessie’s head and threatens to shoot 
her if he isn’t allowed to go free. Seizing an opportunity, Mike shoots Dean in the foot, forcing 
him to turn Jessie loose. Dean, Gil McNamara and Cookie are arrested and placed in police cars. 
 
Poplar Point is going to be a safe place to live once again. 
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